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“I believe that RE is a fundamental subject,

and though it was a compulsory subject for
me I would’ve definitely chosen it.

You can achieve a high grade, instead, RE is
about building upon the information you
started learning in year 7.
RE is a subject that gives you knowledge
applicable to any job sector, whether you
want to be a doctor, lawyer, architect or
account having the ability to fully
comprehend others beliefs and cultures
makes you an asset in any workplace. Unlike
certain topics in GCSE, RE is a subject which
you will definitely have use for when you
leave school.
SO If you’re willing to engage in discussion
and widen your knowledge then pick RE!”

RE is one of the most important subjects you can
take at GCSE. The subject itself teaches you many
important life skills. Living in a world full of different
religions it's important to understand different beliefs
and be able to connect with people and tolerate each
other.
Throughout the world now there are tensions in the
Middle East, wars breaking out and even some of our
world leaders holding racist and extreme views. The
study of RE will help you understand the way these
people think and truly how illogical they can be. But
that's not all, the philosophy side of RE teaches you
critical thinking and argument formulating skills.
One of the most important skills RE can teach you is
questioning, in RE prepare for your mind to be confused
and challenged, as you have interesting discussions
about our existence, does God even exist and what is
the meaning of life? Only take RE for GCSE if you're
prepared, it is tough work but you'll realise the benefits
of it when you achieve that final grade.
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